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Measurement of 5-eV Atomic Oxygen Using
Carbon Based Films: Preliminary Results

Carl B. White, Graham T. Roberts, and Alan R. Chambers

Abstract—Carbon-based sensors have been developed to mea-
sure the atmospheric neutral atomic oxygen (AO) flux experienced
by spacecraft in low Earth orbit. Thin- and thick-film carbon
sensor elements were deposited onto an alumina substrate between
thick-film gold tracks and silver palladium solder pads. AO flux
is deduced by measuring resistance changes as the carbon film
erodes and applying a simple theory. A wide range of responses
were observed that are dependent on the deposition process and
post deposition annealing. The deposition methods used were dc
magnetron sputtering, e-beam evaporation, and screen-printing.
The sensors tested compare favorably with similar silver-based
sensors that have been flown previously on small satellite missions
with significant mass/power constraints.

Index Terms—Atomic oxygen (AO), carbon, sensing, sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

AT altitudes between 180–700 km, atomic oxygen (AO) is
the most abundant atmospheric species that, being highly

reactive, can cause certain materials to degrade [1]. It is, there-
fore, important to monitor the AO environment experienced by
spacecraft operating at these altitudes.

The sensors described here measure AO flux or time inte-
grated flux (fluence) by monitoring in situ changes in electrical
resistance across a film of susceptible material. As the film de-
grades upon AO exposure, the measured resistance increases.
By calibrating the sensors in ground based simulation facilities,
AO concentrations in low-Earth orbit (LEO) can be measured.
This method of sensing provides significant mass/power ben-
efits when compared with other sensing techniques [2], so are
well suited to small satellite missions. Suitable AO sensing ma-
terials include silver, zinc oxide and carbon [3].

Previous work with silver films showed some restrictions
brought about by the development of a protective oxide layer
as the material reacts with AO [2]–[4].

Other devices based on regenerative semi-conducting
zinc–oxide films have hysteresis limitations, require extensive
data manipulation to obtain flux values [5] and are inherently
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unsuitable for material characterization purposes, since AO
measurement is interrupted as the sensor is regenerated.

Carbon film sensors are based on a similar operational prin-
ciple as those with silver: Ideally, as the sensors chemically
react with AO, the carbon will erode to give a simple measur-
able change in resistance. Unlike silver sensors, the carbon re-
sponse is not dependent on diffusion mechanisms brought about
by an oxide layer, as carbon reaction products (CO or CO ) are
volatile.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECT

A. Ideal In Situ Resistance Measurements

Although much work has been carried out on eroding film
AO sensors [10]–[13], none have described a method to com-
pare different carbon deposition techniques, an important con-
sideration given the variety of techniques available.

For sensor comparison and calibration purposes, a proposed
theory of operation is given below, which is based on a film
erosion mechanism and constant resistivity. To easily compare
sensor materials with different AO responses, the ratio of initial
resistance and measured resistance is taken

(1)

where initial resistance resistance
initial cross-sectional area (cm ), cross-sectional area
(cm ), length of carbon film (cm), and film resistivity
( cm).

By assuming a square sensor, and constant resistivity it can
be shown that

(2)

where initial thickness (cm), thickness (cm), and
film width (cm).

The eroded volume can be estimated from

(3)

where volume change by erosion (cm )
Erosion yield is then described by

(4)

where AO fluence (atoms/cm ) and erosion yield
(cm /atom).

It can be shown from above that fluence is given by

(5)
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TABLE I
CARBON MATERIAL DEPOSITIONS AND ATOMIC OXYGEN EXPOSURES

Equation (5) can also be resolved for time

(6)

where AO flux (atoms/cm /s) and time (s).
Assuming the flux and erosion yield remains constant

throughout the exposure, normalized resistance can be plotted
against time as a straight line, in the ideal case.

Once real resistance changes attributable to atomic oxygen
are isolated, any deviations from the straight line could indicate
changes in erosion yield and/or flux; however, there are some
caveats to this.

Erosion yield and resistivity have been assumed constant
to simplify the theory presented because of the way in which
each parameter will change is generally unknown at the time of
writing. Both resistivity and erosion yield could change: Such
effects as AO absorption, variation in film composition brought
about by the deposition process, or AO bombardment may all
play a role.

From the gradient term in (5), for a given set of measurement
electronics, the sensitivity to AO and sensor life are dependent
on the ratio of initial thickness to erosion yield which is
equal to the maximum possible fluence measurable.

III. SENSOR CONSTRUCTION

Carbon films were deposited onto Coors ADS-96R alumina
substrates between screen-printed gold contacts, as shown in
Fig. 1. A heating element is screen printed on the reverse side
of the substrate to provide temperature control if needed for
future spacecraft missions. Temperatures during AO exposure
were monitored using an AD590 thermistor device. Electrical
contact was made using screen-printed silver palladium solder
pads.

Three different techniques were used to deposit carbon onto
the substrate: screen printed (thick film) carbon, e-beam evapo-
rated carbon, and magnetron sputtered carbon. Details of each

Fig. 1. Atomic oxygen sensor layout.

deposition are given in Table I. The e-beam evaporated and
sputtered films were deposited from a graphitic target material,
while the screen printed carbon material consists of carbon par-
ticles in a polymer paste. Unfortunately, the precise contents of
the screen printed film are unknown and commercially sensi-
tive. However, it is known that the Dupont 4232 compound has
a greater carbon content than the Dupont 4242 compound.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Test Facility

To test the response of the atomic oxygen sensors without the
expense of producing a spacecraft experiment, a suitable AO
simulation facility must be used.

All exposures were carried out in the pulsed atomic oxygen
source (ATOX) at the European Space Research and Tech-
nology Centre (ESTEC), The Netherlands. The theory of
operation is well documented and so shall not be described in
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Fig. 2. ATOX facility schematic.

great detail here [6]. The basic principle consists of dissociating
molecular oxygen, which is pulsed though a polytetrafluo-
roethylene (PTFE) valve into a copper nozzle, by use of a
high-powered laser. The dissociated atoms expand through
the nozzle, allowing formation of neutral atomic oxygen. The
AO beam then strikes a moveable sample tray, which can be
located between 55–130 cm from the nozzle, providing flux
variations if required. The AO beam kinetic energy (5 eV) is
equivalent to the atoms striking a ram (forward)-facing surface
of a spacecraft at LEO speeds ( km/s). A schematic diagram
of the ATOX facility is given in Fig. 2.

One side effect of producing fast atomic oxygen in the way
described is that significant amounts of ultraviolet (UV) light
are also produced. This UV is also known to degrade certain
spacecraft materials and can also react synergistically with AO
[7]. Although UV does also exist in LEO, its proportions with
respect to AO are most likely to differ from those of ground-
based simulators. Therefore, the effects of UV degradation must
always be considered when analysing the results. A method of
isolating these effects is given in the following section.

B. Measurand Isolation

Before the sensors were exposed to an AO environment, the
exposure chamber containing them first had to be pumped down
to vacuum ( mbar). During pump down the sensors (par-
ticularly the thick-film sensors) showed a change in resistance.
Once pump-down was complete the sensors were heated to dis-
cover any temperature dependencies. All the sensors showed
some response to temperature, which will be significant for fu-
ture spacecraft applications.

Some variations in pressure and temperature during AO expo-
sure were anticipated due to the pulsed AO beam and vacuum
pumping equipment. In order to isolate resistance changes at-
tributable to atomic oxygen from these other sources of change,
two of the four sensors per substrate were covered with an alu-
mina tablet. The alumina, being AO resistant, protects the un-
derlying sensors from AO but not from the effects of vacuum or
temperature.

Measuring the resistance of all sensors and using the nondi-
mensional formulae in (7) was found to remove vacuum and
temperature response from the results, assuming that the de-
posited material is identical for all sensors on a substrate

(7)

Fig. 3. Demonstration of the vacuum and temperature compensation technique
used in this work.

TABLE II
ATOMIC OXYGEN EXPOSURE DATA

Fig. 3 shows two plots of normalized resistance versus time
for a sputtered carbon test piece. During its exposure to AO
temperature was varied using the thick-film heater, which results
in relatively large changes in resistance as evident from the raw
data plot. Using (7), these effects are removed, as indicated by
the “vacuum-temperature compensated” line.

Further development of this method would include covering
a sensor with a UV transparent film of magnesium fluoride. This
setup would help identify the severity of UV degradation effects
that are evident in space and in the simulation facility [14], [15].
These UV effects could then be removed from the data to isolate
AO changes more effectively.

C. Exposures

Four main exposures were carried out during this study. De-
tails are provided in Tables I and II.

Exposure runs 1 and 2 were designed to test each type of
deposition method investigated here. In light of the results from
these first two runs, run 3 was used to provide a high fluence
for three different thick-film sensors. Run 4 exposed a fresh set
of the most sensitive sensors tested in this programme (sensors
E and F) and tested the remaining sensor type (sensor G). The
main aim of this final run was to find out how the evaporated
sensors responded to a change in AO flux. Flux variations were
made by moving the sample tray from 55 cm, to an arbitrary
65 cm from the nozzle. The sample tray was then moved back to
55 cm to check how the production of flux might have changed
after the first tray movement.

The fluence of each run was determined by measuring the av-
erage pre-exposure and post-exposure mass measurements of a
minimum of three Kapton witness samples (see Table II). These
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Fig. 4. Decay of atomic oxygen flux over experimental time as observed by
the Kapton witness samples and (for run 1) a C-QCM.

samples were assumed to erode at a constant erosion rate of
cm /atom [8].

While it is obviously beneficial to use a fixed nominal AO
flux for each run, this could not be achieved during this experi-
mental programme as the AO source has a natural decay in AO
flux over time. Fig. 4 shows the decay of observed average AO
flux over time during this experimental programme; a curve fit
and its equation are provided for completeness. Flux was de-
termined by dividing the Kapton witness sample fluence by the
exposure time. Zero minutes indicate the commencement of run
1. It is important to note that the sample tray was moved back-
ward during run 4 to assess the AO sensitivity of the sensors;
therefore, the average flux value shown for this run is not com-
parable to the other runs.

A carbon-coated quartz crystal microbalance (C-QCM) was
also used to take in situ fluence measurements [9]. Unfortu-
nately, this device could not be used at the same time as AO
formation due to interference from the laser. A C-QCM reading
taken mid-way through exposure run 1 by temporarily switching
the laser off (interval 1 in Fig. 4) suggests that the average flux
reduced with time, and fell to about 80% of its initial value after
a fluence of approximately atoms/cm (as calibrated
against the Kapton witness samples). The reduction in flux was
apparent from the resistance measurements obtained from the
carbon film sensors, as will be shown in the following section.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Sputtered and Thick-Film Sensors

Fig. 5, shows the sensor response from run 1 and straight lines
fitted to the data with an offset so they begin at the theoretical
value of 1. Neglecting some initial conditions and spikes attrib-
utable to ATOX source induced noise; the response of both the
sputtered and screen-printed sensors initially appeared linear.

The data spike evident at approximately 205 min (Fig. 5) rep-
resents the switching of the breakdown laser for a C-QCM mea-
surement. After this data point, average flux measured by the
C-QCM was much reduced; a trend also noted by observing the
degree of oxygen plasma glow from the facility. The apparent
flux decay was also evident from the carbon films, as the data
begins to deviate from the fitted straight lines. The thick-film
sensors appear more sensitive to AO flux, as they deviate more
from the fitted straight lines.

Fig. 5. Sample results from run one show the response of thick-film and
sputtered film sensors.

Thickness change could not be measured because sensor ero-
sion was smaller than the resolution of the profliometers se-
lected for each sensor before exposures took place.

By taking line of best-fit gradients, estimates of material ero-
sion yield have been made, assuming that the films are eroding
as described earlier. The values derived from each run are
given the results summary of Table III.

The calculated erosion yields for the thick-films sensors show
values between – cm /atom with no obvious
trends relating to the inks used; however, it must be noted that
the sensors’ response to the fluences in this study was generally
small.

The sensors may indeed have a greater response (and trends)
at greater fluences and so obviously this means that more expo-
sures are required at greater fluences.

One potential difficulty in using the thick-film sensor for AO
measurement is the variability of thickness. Comparing sensors
A with C and B with D shows that there are differences (up to
19%) in initial thickness, even though these paired samples were
supposed to have nominally the same thickness. If the films are
eroding, then this will obviously affect sensor life. Notice that
the ratio for sensors B and D are the same, as the differ-
ences in thickness are compensated by differences in theoretical
erosion yield.

The lack of a repeatable thickness would also suggest, should
subsequent depositions provide differences in erosion yield, that
each sensor deposition has a unique response to AO. This out-
come will inevitably mean that each individual sensor will need
calibration—quite impractical when one considers the limited
life of the sensor.

The sputtered samples appeared to show a potential life
equivalent to the thick-film sensors, having a ratio from
206 to 395 in the case of the sensors treated to 600 C. How-
ever, the sputtered samples are thinner than the screen-printed
films and so the life is made equivalent by a lower erosion yield.
As shown in Fig. 5, variations in flux were not as traceable
using the sputtered samples—possibly a consequence of their
lower erosion yield. Given the very small amount of theoretical
erosion that has taken place, further studies with higher fluences
need to be carried out to assess the true mechanisms that are
taking place as the material is exposed to AO.
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Fig. 6. Field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) images of the sputtered carbon films. (a) The surface morphology of a film annealed to
600 C for 100 min. (b) The morphology of the film annealed to 600 C for 200 min.

In a similar vein to the thick-film sensors, the sputtered
sensors revealed some variation in thickness. The thickness
provided for all the sputtered samples shows the average and
a tolerance indicating the range of thicknesses measured. The
thickness variation is more significant than that recorded from
the thick-film sensors, as the thickness range relative to the
average thickness is much greater.

One important consideration for the sputtered films is the use
of heat treatment as a method of controlling the response to
atomic oxygen. Sensors H and I were stable when taking re-
sistance measurements and show that, as anneal time increases,
the sensors become less sensitive to AO. Scanning-electron mi-
croscopy reveals that this trend can be attributed to a change in

film surface area during the annealing process. Fig. 6 shows the
topography of the two sputtered films treated to 600 C. The
sample treated for 100 min shows a very predominant and dis-
torted “brain-like” structure, while the sample treated for double
the time shows a much finer and more regulated structure.

Sensor G was not found to have an AO response and was
unstable when taking resistance measurements.

B. Evaporated Sensors

Upon visual inspection of the evaporated films, it was clear
that they had eroded completely after exposure to AO, except
the low fluence run 4, in which the films appeared faded.
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TABLE III
RESULTS SUMMARY

The evaporated samples showed a three-stage response
upon normalizing and compensating for temperature. Sensor
response begins with what appears to be a transient “settling
down” of sensitivity before a linear second stage. The cause
of these two stages is yet to be determined precisely, but the
results would suggest that the surface of the carbon film is
behaving differently to the underlying material.

The final stage, which again deviates from a linear behavior,
initiates around , theoretically equating to
a thickness of nm. At these thicknesses, other authors
[17]–[19] have shown by various theories and experiments that
as electrically conducting films become thinner, an increase in
resistivity will be evident, brought about by changes in electron
mobility. Therefore, the final stage is likely to be the result of
increasing resistivity.

While the three-stage response does not pose a real problem
if each stage is repeatable, data analysis would be made easier if
the response consists of a single straight line. Accurate perfor-
mance predictions based on the simple equations in Section IV
could be used, rather than a more complex polynomial.

Fig. 7 shows the three-stage response for two as-deposited
films (sensors E) and two films that have undergone an an-
nealing process (sensors F). As can be seen, the relative size
of each stage can vary somewhat in the case of the as-deposited
films. Heat treatment has been found to make each film more
alike in AO response as well as increasing the erosion yield of
the material.

Microscopy revealed no reason for this change, but other
authors [16] suggest that post-deposition annealing increases
the density of the film. The reduction in film resistivity would
strengthen the idea that density increases but further character-
ization will be required to investigate this hypothesis.

Evaporated films, with the thicknesses used here, would be
more suited to low fluence missions such as high LEOs, or those
missions requiring a much higher sensitivity to AO. This is a
similar application of silver films [3], [4], [12] and so it is ap-
propriate to make comparisons.

Fig. 8 shows data for an evaporated silver AO sensor adapted
from other works [2] and an evaporated carbon sample. Ro/R

Fig. 7. Response of the evaporated carbon films from runs 1 and 2 are shown
here.

Fig. 8. Comparison of silver and carbon film response to atomic oxygen.

is shown against fluence for this comparison. Initially the silver
is shown to erode very quickly as expected due to its signifi-
cantly higher erosion yield. After a fluence of about

atoms cm , the linear oxidation rate becomes parabolic
due to the continued growth of a diffusion limiting silver oxide
layer [3], [4], [12].

Based on the ratio of the silver film, the ideal response
is projected down to in order to demonstrate the
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Fig. 9. Results from the evaporated sensors exposed during run 4. It can be
seen that as the sample tray was moved back (to reduce AO flux) there was
a slight decrease in gradient. Moving the sample tray forward to its original
position increased the gradient.

amount of “lost” data brought about by the oxide layer. If evap-
orated carbon thicknesses are reduced to match the ratio
of silver, will become 17 nm, and the sensor response will
consist entirely of the final film breakdown stage, which may
require a different calibration model to the one shown in (5).

Unfortunately, the flux changes observed during run 1 could
not be demonstrated using the evaporated sensors, as these had
already eroded completely before the flux began to decay. Some
sensitivity studies were made during the final run in which the
sample tray was moved from 55 cm, back to 65 cm, and then
forward again to 55 cm. Fig. 9 shows the normalized resistance
of the two evaporated sensors during this run, where a change
in gradient can be seen, suggesting that the evaporated sensors
are suitable for measuring flux. Upon moving the sample tray
back to 55 cm, the gradient is different from its original value,
meaning the AO flux was still decaying over time, and/or the
first gradient was taken during the transient first stage described
above. In general, the evaporated carbon allows a greater degree
of deposition control and a wider range of thicknesses (from
100 nm up to a few microns) compared to the other deposition
methods shown here. The only limiting factor on evaporated
carbon thickness is the initial resistance value of the sensor;
when resistance values fall unacceptably low either the sput-
tered or the thick-film sensors should be used because they have
a much greater resistivity, brought about by polymeric or dia-
mond-like additions [20].

VI. CONCLUSION

Evaporated carbon films have a relatively complex three-
stage response to atomic oxygen. Heat treatment has been found
to be a potential method for making the evaporated carbon re-
sponse more like the linear equations described in this paper,
as well as making each sensor more alike—a critical aspect of
sensing.

From the low fluence runs carried out so far, the sputtered
and thick-film sensors offer a simpler response to AO but further
work is required to find the type of response at higher fluences.

One limitation of the work carried out so far is the absence of
thickness measurement before and after AO exposure. Thick-
ness measurements will indicate the level of accuracy of the
calibration model described here, and help investigate the in-
teractions of AO with the carbon material.

Careful attention must also be given to the thicknesses pro-
duced by each process. Methods must be devised for producing
depositions of equal thickness, particularly in the case of sput-
tered and thick-film sensors.
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